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DT433 Handheld Systems Enable Ultra-Mobility at the Point-ofSales/Service
Large Touch Screen, Fully Integrated POS Features
NRA 2014, Chicago, IL & SAN JOSE, Calif., - May 19, 2014 - DT Research™, Inc., an industry
leader in the development of information appliances for vertical markets, today announced the
newest handheld systems, the DT433SC and DT433SQ. Featuring a 4.3” capacitive touch
screen, the new handheld systems offer slim and lightweight designs, and fully integrated pointof-service/sales data-capture features to streamline operations.
The DT433SC/SQ offer an optional fully integrated magnetic stripe reader (MSR) to process
payments cards, verify data access, access customer loyalty program
information, and read identification cards. The built-in Bluetooth 2.1 and
Wi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n make the DT433SC/SQ ready to connect to any
available wireless network, enabling efficient point-of-service/sale
applications and inventory management from almost any location.
With support for Windows® CE 6.0 and Mobile 6.5, the DT433SC is
flexible to work with third party Windows-compatible programs, and the
DT433SQ offers an Android operating system for open and convenient
functionality. The IP54-sealed front panel provides dust and water
resistance, the MIL-STD-80G rating provides shock and vibration
protection, and the 4ft drop-resistant design make this rugged handheld
able to reliably operate in harsh and demanding environments.
The DT433SC/SQ has a large and easy-to-read screen and hot-swappable battery, making data
access efficient and optimizing staff workflow.
As with most products from DT Research, the DT433SC/SQ include the comprehensive remote
management through the server-based WebDT Device Manager software.
http://www.dtresearch.com/product/dt433SC/index.htm
The DT433SC/SQ will be showcased at the National Restaurant show in booth #6265 in Chicago
from May 17-20.
About DT Research
DT Research™ develops and manufactures web-enabled information appliances for vertical
applications. The DT family of products is based on embedded computing platforms for secure,
reliable, and cost-effective computing. DT products include wireless tablets, point-of-service
handhelds, digital signage solutions, compact modular systems, and display-integrated
information systems. These systems emphasize mobility, wireless connectivity and touch
displays. Powered by Windows® operating systems, DT systems offer durability and ease in
integration, leading to solutions that can be remotely managed with the comprehensive WebDT
Device Manager software.
DT Research and WebDT are trademarks of DT Research, Inc. All other brands and product names may be
trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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